
  

Understanding Composition of Word
Embeddings via Tensor Decomposition

Composition: combine inidividual word embeddings to form 
representations for phrases, sentences, etc.

Abraham Frandsen, Rong Ge

 

Composing Word Embeddings Syntactic RAND-WALK Model Training and Experiments
We extend the previous model by including syntactical dependence 

How can we learn this model? Compute triple pointwise mutual 
information for each word pair:

 

Text Corpus Data Tensor Tucker Decomposition

We can use composition to find the closest words to a given word 
pair using cosine similarity. 

Theorem
Word embeddings in our model satisfy the following w.h.p.:

To train the model: 
● run dependency parser over corpus to identify syntactic word pairs
● collect co-occurrence counts to estimate the TPMI tensor
● compute weighted Tucker decomposition using non-linear least 
squares optimization 
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We use composition to predict the similarity between phrases [2]. 

additive weighted tensor sif [3] sif+tensor

rw .446, .438 .452, .453 .460, .465 .482, .477 .482, .481

glove .357, .336 .358, .345 .368, .347 .429, .434. .433, .437

cbow .471, .452 .476, .456 .474, .471 .489, .482 .492, .484

latent discourse vectors

observed words

word embeddings

core tensor

The academic conference took place in New Orleans
adjective-noun verb-object

The Role of Syntax

( ),
"complex" "complex number""number"

additive tensor

complex, numbers, 
number, function, 
complexes, functions, 
integer, multiplication, 
algebraic, integers 

complex, eigenvalues, 
numbers, hermitian, 
quaternions, 
marginalia, azadi, 
rationals, holomorphic

additive tensor

place, took, death, 
take, taking, birth, 
taken, takes, came, 
held

occurred, scheduled, 
commenced, event, 
events, culminated, 
thursday, friday, 
postponed, lasted

“complex number” “took place”

Common approaches: addition/averaging, entrywise 
multiplication, matrix-vector multiplication, RNNs
 
Drawbacks of some existing approaches:
ad hoc derivation/justification
requires labeled data/trained for specific task
doesn’t explicitly utilize syntactic structure

Syntactical relationships should inform composition, i.e. an 
adjective-noun composition should be different than a verb-
object composition.

Our Contribution
We propose a model for syntax-aware word embeddings:
motivates a principled composition function
can be trained without labels/supervision
makes use of 3rd-order statistics via tensor decomposition
shows promising practical results

Warm-up: RAND-WALK Model [1]
Language model with latent random walk discourse process and 
latent word embeddings:

 
Theoretical justification for GloVe, word2vec, PMI-based methods
Explanation for linear structure found in semantic relationships
Doesn’t account for syntax
Only suggests additive composition

Inference is challenging because of the partition functions:

Through careful analysis, we can show the concentration result:

Composition
For a syntactically related word pair, the model gives rise to the 
following tensor-based composition:
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